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GEODETIC POSITIONING BY SATELLITE DOPPLER
OBSERV ATIONS

Sl,lmmary. The geodetic and geophysical applications of the Doppler satellite technique are
briefly reviewed. The important role played by this space method in defining geodetic datums as
well as in the definition of the transformation parameters among different reference systems is
illustrated. The data collected during a Doppler observation campaign (IODC) are analyzed. The
coordinates of the station sites were computed by using both the precise and broadcast
ephemerides and by adopting different solutions.
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l. Introduction

,lfjIe U.S. Navy Navigational Sat'ellite System (NNSS), also known as TRANSIT,
bel!à.me available to civilian users in 1967. Since then the Doppler satellite ob
servations, that is the measuring of the Doppler shift affecting radio signals transmitted
from satellites to ground receivers, has proved to be useful for a number of different
purposes. The most important role played through the years by this technique has very
likely been the determination of the geocentric coordinates of the tracking stations, the
possibility to establish geodetic networks on regional, continental or global scale with an
accuracy never obtained before, and the determination of ties between geodetic datums.
Prior to the satellite geodesy era the major datums were mostly continentaL and a large
number of minor datums existed each referring to small regions: for example, each
country had, for several reasons, its individuaI reference system. Hence, whenever it
was necessary to relate points belonging to one of such systems to those of another,
problems and uncertainties originated from the inaccuracies in the transformation
parameters.

The use of the Doppler technique in the establishment and densification of geodetic
networks is now very popular, due to its reliability and relatively inexpensive and easy
operations. In addition, Doppler measurements, as well as other space methods, make it
possible to overcome some of the most relevant problems affecting conventional
geodesy. This is the case of the geometrical weaknesses existing in many terrestrial
triangulation networks because of the presence of extended marine areas, where the
links between portions ofland can be performed only to a limited accuracy. Examples of
geometrical weaknesses in the European Triangulation Network are the links between
the United Kingdom and Norway and the link between Spain and ltaly. Triangulation
nets are also affected by error propagation and it has been demonstrated that there are
systematic discrepancies in scale and orientation between Doppler and terrestrial
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results. These differences can be modelled and the combined adjustment of the data
results in a better solution for the present needs for geodetic and geophysical
applications.

The contribution provided by the Doppler data to the operational definition of
conventional terrestrial reference systems is substantial. In fact, Doppler-derived polar
coordinates, a by-product in the computation of precise ephemerides, dominate the
global solution currently published by the Bureau Intemational de l'Beure. Attempts
have been made to use accurate Doppler positioning for the study of surface
displacements in relation to tectonic activity (Souriau et al., 1984) and for the detection
of current plate motions (Anderle and Malyevac, 1983). Although it was impossible to
reach a definite conclusion in both cases, these studies indicate that there are realistic
expectations for achieving the necessary precision to contribute to the geophysical
research on crustal and plate motions. Recognizing the importance of the Doppler
technique, studies have been undertaken in Italy during the past few years; a few
campaigns were performed to determine the coordinates of several control points. The
data collected during the IDOC (ltaly Doppler Observation Campaign), to be briefly
described later, are reviewed here and the solutions obtained using either the broadcast
ephemerides (BE) or the precise ephemerides (PE) are compared. By the analysis of the
Doppler solutions and of the data of the terrestrial triangulation network the 3D
transformation parameters were computed.

2. Positioning: ontline of the methods
For the computation of station positions it is necessary to know the orbital

behaviour of the TRANSIT satellites. The orbital information is available both as BE, a
message sent in real time from the satellites to ground receivers, and as PE generated by
the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) for some TRANSIT satellites using data gathered
by a world net (TRANET) of about 20 stations (Bill, 1983). In the case of the BE the
standard errors associated with the satellite positions are estimated to be 19,14 and 4 m
in the along-track, out of pIane and radial directions respectively, while a gross estimate
of the accuracy of PE is in the order of l-t0-3 meters (Rutscheidt, 1982).

The determination of the coordinates of the station points can be performed by
means of several methods. In the point-positioning approa~h the satellite orbit is fixed,
as given by the ephemerides, either broadcast or precise. In the translocation method,
which is a variant of the point positioning technique, two or more stations are involved
simultaneously. Thefact that the data are taken from at least two stations at the same
time makes any error in the computed trajectory common to both sets of data. The
accuracy in the determination of the relative positions of the stations can be improved
by taking account of the orbital and refraction errors. As in the point-positioning case
the orbit is not subjected to adjustment in the final solution but is supplied extemally. In
the short-arc and semi-short-arc methods the orbit is not held fixed. This is in order to
account for the errors affecting the ephemerides and, therefore, the station coordinates
which are referred to them. The orbital parameters, together with the unknown
coordinates of the control points are solved for in the same adjustment procedure. The
short-arc technique is a rigorous approach where an accurate orbital model is used; the
semi-short-arc method costs less in terms of computer time, since the orbital
representation is less accurate because fewer orbital corrections are being computed
(Chen, 1982). While single-point positioning using the PE has presently reached an
accuracy below the one meter level, the relative positions of simultaneously observing
stations can be determined by short-arc methods and BE to an accuracy of a few
decimeters (0.3-0.7 m) (Kouba, 1983; Bill, 1983; Baldi et al., 1983).

3. Idoc campaign
A Doppler observation campaign was conducted in ltaly, IDOC (Baldi et al., 1984),
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Fi!!:ure - Location of the Doppler stations.

during the period July 16 to July 26, 1982. Six stations (Figure), equipped with
MX1502 receivers, were involved simultaneously; meteorological data for the tro
pospheric correction were collected continuously at each station site. In Table l the
ED79 station coordinates are listed; heights of the antenna center of phase are referred
to mean sea level and are given in the national reference system.

Table l - Latitude, Longitude and Height (ED79 reference system) of the observing stations.

SITE LatitudeLongitudeH (m)

TRIESTE

45°38'37".46013°52'35".023402.97
(TRS) MONDOVÌ

44°23 '28" .8697°49'47".968590.46
(MON) MONTESICURO

43°33'16".11013°27'44".850313.06
(MSI) MONTE BONIFATO

37°57'19".14612°57'54".787833.40
(MBO) SPECCHIA CRISTI

40° 3'48".65818°27'29".861127.58
(SPC) CAGLIARI

39° 8'12".3208°58'25".980197.05
(CGL)

The goals of this campaign were to investigate the presence of possible large-scale
distortions in the ltalian triangulation network and to establish preliminary tran
sformation parameters between the geocentric datum 'and the ED79 system of
reference.

4. Data analysis
The data collected during the IDOC campaign were analyzed using the GEODOPV

program (Kouba and Boal, 1976) with both the BE and PE. Data reduction was
performed according to different solutions which are beinl?:compared. It is worth
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mentioning that the BE solutions presented here differ sligthly from the ones given in
Baldi et al. (1984). The reason for this must be attributed to the different version of the
GEODOP program used (GEODOP V) and, to some extent, to different options within
the software which we adopted while performing this new data reduction.

4.1. Single Point PE (SPPE) - Single Point BE (SPBE)
In the single point positioning mode the computation of the coordinates of an

observing station is based on the number and distribution of passes observed at that
station and on the assumption that errors such as those due to the definition of the orbit
and to the instrument used can usually be eliminated by the use of a large number of
passes. When the BE are adopted this assumption may well not be true because of the
main source of error in the BE, the along track error, which is caused by variations in the
atmospheric drago To reduce this uncertainty balanced passes should be used in the
solution (Chen, 1982; Kouba, 1983). Table 2 illustrates the geocentric Doppler
coordinates obtained in the single point positioning mode, with both types of
ephemerides, for the stations of the IDOC campaign

Table 2 - Geocentric coordinates of the stations derived by different methods and ephemerides
(Single Point DE, Single Point PE, Multi Point PElo Number of satellite passes used in thesolutions.

SITE

Solul.XuxYuyZuzaccepted
(m)

(m) ,(m)(m)(m)(m)passes

TRS

SPBE4336756.340.641071250.420.544537901.720.56234
SPPE

4336755.530.401071248.790.394537901.940.3358
MPPE

4336755.550.511071249.450.424537903.170.4358
MON

SPBE4523142.660.96621901.920.834439637.660.86133
SPPE

4523142.460.46621902.490.434439636.400.3852
MPPE

4523143.070.52621902.810.434439636.970.4450
MSl

SPBE4502854.880.971077827.770.824372517.470.85122
SPPE

4502855.500.471077825.250.444372516.490.4047
MPPE

4502856.000.511077826.190.414372517.200.5045
MBO

SPBE4907874.011.211129839.061.093901975.681.1362
SPPE

4907873.300.581129838.080.603901976.310.5621
MPPE

4907873.260.501129838.510.453901979.200.5021
SPC

SPBE4636909.130.931547649.670.874083411.110.9095
SPPE

4636908.230.501547649.040.504083408.170.5036
MPPE

4636909.030.491547651.090.414083409.450.4734
CGL

SPBE4893399.001.21772652.311.084004164.501.16160
SPPE

4893400.190.62772649.980.604004163.280.5953
MPPE

4893400.540.49772650.600.424004164.450.4753

The dependence of the single point solutions upon the type of ephemerides used in
processing the data is quite clear. From these solutions three "local" shift parameters
for the Italian region, from the BE to the PE reference system, were computed:

f:::" X= -0.1 m
f:::" y= -1.3 m
f:::" Z= -0.9 m

When compared to other sets of parameters, such as those derived using the data
collected during BRITDOC Phase l (Hogarth et al., 1983), the EROS- DOC (Schliiter et
al., 1978), and the EDOC2 campaigns (Wilson et aL, 1978) these values show a
reasonably good agreement, if one takes into account the accuracy of the BE.
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BRITDOC
/::"X=+1.9m
~ y= +1.2 m
~z= -s. 7 m

EROS-DOC
/::"X=-1.6m
~ y= -0.4 m
~z= -0.7 m

EDOC-2
~X= +2.8 m
~ y= +0.2 m
~z= -4.6 m

4.2. Multi Point PE (MPPE) - SPPE
The multi-point approach requires simultaneous or overlapping arcs of data from

the partecipating stations. As already mentioned this solution is simply obtained by
applying a translocation technique. The solutions are quite comparable and the scale
difference between the two is, as one would expect, very smalL 0.4 lO -7. The mean of
the differences between the MPPE and the SPPE is given by

'~X= 0.4 m
~ Y=0.8m
~ Z= 1.3 m

These values are influenced by the high residuals of the MBO station that, because of
technical problems, could collect only a limited number of passes.

4.3. Multi Point Short Arc BE (MPSABE) - Multi Point BE (MPBE)
The simultaneous or overlapping arcs of data make it possible to remove most of the

orbital errors. Therefore the results show a noticeable improvement in the relative
positioning accuracy if compared to a single point solution. The MPSABE technique
includes orbit computation and a rigorous least square adjustment of the orbital
parameters together with the unknown coordinates of the stations. Table 3 describes
the results obtained by using these two multi-point approaches.

Table 3 - Geocentric coordinates of tbe stations derived by different methods and RE
ephemerides (Multi Point and Multi Point Short Arc solutions). Number of satellite passes used in

tbe solutions.

SITE
Solul.XuxYuyZuzaccepted

(m)
(m)(m)(m)(m)(m)pa8ses

TRS

MPBE4336759.040.941071249.640.624537905.390.88178
MPSABE

4336757.630.841071250.320.544537906.950.52180
MON

MPBE4523146.670.92621903.760.634439639.890.89126
MPSABE

4523144.540.83621904.510.554439640.990.83126
MSI

MPBE4502859.340.911077826.760.614372519.900.90120
MPSABE

4502857.930.831077827.350.534372521.320.84169
MBO

MPBE4907876.290.871129839.660.613901981.610.9762
MPSABE

4907875.120.781129839.820.533901982.980.8977
SPC

MPBE4636911.470.891547650.920.614083411.180.9491
MPSABE

4636910.960.801547651.230.534083413.180.87108
CGL

MPBE4893403.460.87772651.800.614004167.250.95155
MPSABE

4893401.840.78772652.690.544004168.420.88156

The comparison between the MPBE and MPSABE results shows, as expected, that
the short arc technique does improve, though not dramatically, the solutions. A linear
transformation applied to the solutions leads to the definition of the following seven
parameters (from the MPBE to the MPSABE solution)

~X= - 1.3 m
~ Y= 11.4 m
~ Z= 1.0 m
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The rotation and scale parameters are respectively:

al = 0".18
az = -0".02
a3 = -0".31

d J.l = -0.2410-6

After applying the linear transformation, the differences between the two solutions are:

.LlX.LlY.LlZ

(m)
(m)(m)

TRS
- 0.12- 0.040.20

MON
- 0.140.110.09

MSI
- 0.11- 0.030.00

MBO
0.10- 0.25- 0.26

SPC
0.09-0.250.08

CGL
0.190.46- 0.12

4.4. MPPE - MPSABE

The comparison between the two solutions, given in Tables 2 and 3 respectively,
shows that the relative positioning obtained by a short arc method and BE is
comparable, in terms of accuracy, to that derived by applying a simple multi point
technique with the PE. The linear transformation parameters are:

.Ll X= - 6.3 m

.Ll y= - 2.2 m

.Ll Z = - 8.1 m
d J.l = 0.9810-6

while the rotation parameters are negligible. The application of the linear tran
sformation leads to differences between the coordinates that are in the range of± 40 cm.

4.5. MPPE - ED79
The transformation between the MPPE solution and the coordinates of the station

points on the European Datum 1979 (ED79) is given by the following translation, scale
and rotation parameters:

.LlX= 113 m

.Ll Y= 70 m

.Ll Z = 96 m
d J.l = 0.6 10-6
al = - 0".8
az = - 1".3
a3 = 1".2

The difference in scale between the PE ephemeris solution and the ED79 is rather small.
This is a confirmation of the internal consistency of the Italian terrestrial triangulation
network, though the net is noticeably affected by error propagation in the southern part
because of the particular configuration of the Peninsula.

5. Conclusions

The results of this analysis made it possible to compute the transformation
parameters from the BE to the ED79 system. In addition, the transformation from the
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BE to the PE ephemeris reference system for the Italian region was derived. The
solutions obtained by applying different methods of data analysis indicate that, for a
regional net, the relative accuracy of the coordinates is comparable when the MPSABE
and MPPE techniques are used. When the single point approach is taken into
consideration the PE solutions are definitely more accurate than the ones obtained by
using the BE.

The Doppler derived relative geodetic positions are being used to strengthen
classical terrestrial triangulation networks that may very likely be affected by scale and
orientation errors. In particular, the scale error may be different in different parts of the
network, due to the predominant technique used in performing earth- bound mea
surements or due to the difference in density of the vertices. The Italian triangulation
network, as mentioned before, is not well constrained in the southem portion, therefore
the establishment of Doppler points over the Peninsula is of major importance. A
preliminary simulation analysis executed by the authors (Baldi et al., 1984) shows that
the simultaneous adjustment of the classical observations and of the coordinates of the
six Doppler stations of the IDOC campaign, for which an accuracy of 0.5 m was
assumed, leads to a reduction in the uncertainty of the coordinates of 30 to 50%. A zero
order Doppler network covering the Peninsula, consisting of 18 stations, is being
planned by the Italian Military Geographic Institute (IGM) and a first observation
campaign will take pIace during the summer of 1985.
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